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Abstract

The behavior of thermodynamic and dynamic properties of liquid water at atmospheric pres-
sure in the temperature range between the lower limit of supercooling (TH ≈ 235 K) and the
onset of the glassy state at Tg has been the focus of much research, and many questions re-
main about the properties of water in this region. Since direct measurements on water in this
temperature range remain largely infeasible, we use existing experimental measurements of the
entropy, speci2c heat, and enthalpy outside this range to construct a possible form of the en-
tropy in the “di4cult-to-probe” region. Assuming that the entropy is well-de2ned in extreme
metastable states, and that there is no intervening discontinuity at atmospheric pressure, we es-
timate the excess entropy Sex of the liquid over the crystal within relatively narrow limits. We
2nd that our approximate form for Sex shows atypical behavior when compared with other liq-
uids: using a thermodynamic categorization of “strong” and “fragile” liquids, water appears to
be fragile on initial cooling below the melting temperature, and strong in the temperature region
near the glass transition. This thermodynamic construction can be used, with appropriate reserva-
tions, to estimate the behavior of the dynamic properties of water by means of the Adam–Gibbs
equation—which relates con2gurational entropy Sconf to dynamic behavior. Although the Adam–
Gibbs equation uses Sconf rather than Sex as the control variable, the relation has been used
successfully in a number of experimental studies with Sconf replaced by Sex. This is likely a
result of a proportionality between Sconf and Sex, which we con2rm for simulations of a model
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of water. Hence by using the constructed values of Sex, together with experimental data in
the range where Sex is known, we estimate the temperature dependence of viscosity and
diDusivity approaching the glass transition. Like the entropy plots, Arrhenius plots of viscos-
ity or diDusion show an inFection, implying a crossover from fragile to strong liquid charac-
ter below TH . The dynamics results also imply Tg ≈ 160 K, which is considerably above the
expected value of 136 K from older experiments, but consistent with other recent evidence
based on hyperquenched glass properties. We discuss the possibility of experimentally verify-
ing our predictions, and brieFy discuss other liquids that also may follow a strong-to-fragile
pattern.
c© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In comparison with simple liquids, it is evident that there is a problem connecting
the thermodynamic behavior of water at normal temperatures to that of “glassy” water
found below a glass transition temperature Tg, typically believed to be 136 K [1,2],
although recent evidence suggest Tg may be near 170 K [3]. One possibility is that
the properties vary smoothly without a discontinuity [4–8]. A second possibility is that
water near Tg and water near the melting temperature Tm belong to distinct phases, so
that a phase transition must occur between them [2,9–11]. A third possibility is that
there is no thermodynamically reversible path of any kind connecting the two states.
To address these possibilities, Refs. [7,11] focused on a thermodynamically-plausible
form for the entropy connecting the supercooled liquid and glassy states and de-
termined the limits on the entropy of the glass that are compatible with the pos-
sibility of continuity. The entropy at 150 K, after annealing the sample, was
subsequently measured [8] and found to be consistent with (but without requiring)
thermodynamic continuity between the liquid near Tm and a possible liquid or glass
at 150 K.
The dynamic properties of water along the P = 0:1 MPa isobar are also topic of

continuing debate. For T ¿TH = 235 K (the homogeneous nucleation temperature),
the dynamic properties are those of a “fragile” liquid—namely highly non-Arrhenius
temperature dependence. Indeed, in this T range, water appears to be one of the
most fragile liquids studied. However, when glassy water is heated above the tra-
ditionally accepted Tg = 136 K, there is an increase in speci2c heat CP that is both
extremely small and broad, a characteristic of a very “strong” liquid; strong liquids
exhibit low-temperature Arrhenius dependence, with activation energy E≈ 14RTg. The
speci2c heat behavior led to the conjecture that, for some T ¡TH , water undergoes a
crossover from fragile to strong behavior [12]. Subsequent experimental results have
both supported [13] and disagreed [14] with the possibility of strong liquid behavior
near Tg.
Crystallization at TH on supercooling the liquid and at Tx on heating glassy

water during normal time scale measurements might seem to make the above ques-
tions merely hypothetical, but the important fact is that liquid water may exist in this
di4cult-to-probe domain, and can be observed (in principle) if T is changed at some
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rate that exceeds the “critical cooling rate” associated with crystal nucleation. 1 From
a practical standpoint, such measurements are possible from hyperquenching experi-
ments. A further possible complication is the ambiguity in the de2nition of entropy
for metastable states [15]. We will present a detailed discussion of these complicat-
ing issues. Regardless of these complications, theoretical speculation about the region
Tx ¡T ¡TH provides hypotheses that can be eventually tested. There are various
approaches that can be taken, some of which will be discussed. Here we use thermo-
dynamic reasoning to anticipate thermodynamic and dynamic properties.
In this paper we will address four speci2c issues: (i) assuming no thermodynamic

transition at 0:1 MPa, what is the form of the entropy as a function of temperature
in the di4cult-to-probe region? (ii) How does the behavior of the entropy of water
compare with that of other liquids? (iii) What implications could the form of the
entropy have for dynamic properties? (iv) What evidence is there for and against
strong behavior of dynamics properties from experiments, simulations, and from results
on other network-forming Fuids? To this end, we use experimental data on the speci2c
heat, entropy, and enthalpy in both the liquid and glassy states to construct a possible
form of the entropy in the di4cult-to-probe region at 0:1 MPa. 2 We use the form for
the entropy, in conjunction with the theory of Adam and Gibbs [17], to predict the
behavior of the diDusion constant. Finally, we consider the results of recent simulations
which begin to explore the experimentally di4cult-to-probe domain.
Since conclusive experimental data in this region are unavailable, our results are

oDered as predictions to be con2rmed or refuted by experiments. Our predictions are
consistent with the observation of phenomena in related systems—such as SiO2 and
BeF2—that are comparable to those we discuss for water, but that appear under condi-
tions of thermodynamic stability where they can be studied without interference from
crystallization.

2. Excess entropy at atmospheric pressure

To illustrate the utility of thermodynamics in identifying the existence of a transi-
tion or other anomalous behavior of thermodynamic properties, consider a hypothetical
situation in which we know the large diDerences in the enthalpy H , entropy S, and
speci2c heat CP of liquid water at 10◦C and of ice Ih at −10◦C, but are not aware of
the 2rst-order melting transition that lies between these temperatures. The only way to
reconcile the large diDerences in H and S would be to hypothesize a discontinuity in S
or a large “spike” in CP in this temperature range which, in this case, we know arises

1 The existence of liquid water at temperatures within this domain is demonstrated by the successful
suppression of crystallization by the hyperquenching process introduced by Mayer and Dubochet, and later
re2ned by Mayer. After a subsequent annealing process near Tg to relax out the high-energy state initially
trapped during the quench, the properties of the glassy state of water produced by this process are essentially
the same as those of the amorphous product obtained by the earlier method of cold substrate vapor deposition.

2 The region Tx ¡T ¡TH is only “inaccessible” by ordinary time scale experiments. However, recent
experiments have probed the liquid even at ordinary time scales by exploiting the equality of the Gibbs
potential of the liquid and crystal along the metastable melting lines [16].
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from a 2rst-order melting transition. In this way, using only thermodynamic data, one
can place limits on the thermodynamic behavior near the melting transition. Motivated
by this consideration, we consider the changes in the supercooled liquid properties in
the range Tx ¡T ¡TH , where similar, though less dramatic, changes in thermodynamic
properties have been measured.
To determine a reasonable form for the entropy S=S(T; P) in this range, we 2rst fo-

cus on thermodynamic properties that facilitate calculation of S in the easily-accessible
regions T ¿TH and T ¡Tx, whose values also place strict limits on the possible be-
havior of S in the region Tx ¡T ¡TH . First, we de2ne the excess enthalpy

Hex ≡ Hliquid − Hcrystal ; (1a)

the diDerence of the liquid and crystal enthalpies, the excess entropy

Sex ≡ Sliquid − Scrystal (1b)

and the excess speci2c heat

Cex
P ≡ C liquid

P − Ccrystal
P = T

(
9Sex
9T

)
P
=
(
9Hex

9T

)
P
: (1c)

Each of these three quantities is known experimentally outside the di4cult-to-probe
region; in particular, we will use the values at the bounds of this region (tabulated in
Table 1) to limit the possible forms of Sex.
Consider these quantities in each of the temperature regions:

• The T ¿TH region: Hex(TH ) has been measured from the heat of crystallization of
supercooled water [19]. We can relate measured values of Cex

P to Sex by integrating
Eq. (1c),

Sex(T ) = Sex(TM)−
∫ TM

T

Cex
P

T
dT; (T ¡TM) ; (2)

where Sex(TM) is the entropy of fusion. We numerically evaluate the integral in
Eq. (2) for T ¿TH , since we know C liquid

P from recent bulk sample studies at
temperatures from TM down to −29◦C [20] (and by emulsion studies down to
−37◦C [19]), and we know Ccrystal

P for all T ¡TM [21].
• The T ¡Tx region: Hex(Tx) = Hliquid(Tx) − Hcrystal(Tx) has been measured from
the heat of crystallization of glassy water. 3 Cex

P below Tx is known to be very
small, and may be taken to be nearly T -independent for T ≈Tx. Sex(Tx) is known
from the vapor pressure experiments on the glass and the crystal states [8].

• The “di4cult-to-probe” Tx ¡T ¡TH region: We construct two possible forms for
Sex for Tx ¡T ¡TH similar to the methods of Refs. [7,11], but we now include

3 Hex is measured by the heat released when freezing to the crystalline state. At 150 K, water freezes not
to ice Ih, but to ice Ic with Hex = 1330 J=mol. To account for the enthalpy diDerence between ice Ic and
Ih, we also include 50 J=mol, the heat evolved when ice Ic transforms to ice Ih. See Ref. [23].
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Table 1
Thermodynamic properties of water at 0:1 MPa at the homogeneous nucleation temperature TH on cooling
and the crystallization temperature Tx on heating

Tx = 150 K TH = 236 K

Cex
P (J=(K mol)) ≈ 2 [6,7,18] 69:2± 0:5 [19–21]
Sex (J=(K mol)) 1:7± 1:7 [8] 15:2± 0:1 [19,21,22]
Hex (J=mol) 1380± 20 [23] 4290± 20 [19,22]

Here, Yex ≡ Yliquid − Ycrystal, the excess value of quantity Y of the liquid value relative to the ice Ih
value. The uncertainties of Sex and Hex are taken from Ref. [22] which presents arguments supporting the
reliability of the data.

the known value of Sex(Tx). To connect the regions T ¿TH and T ¡Tx, we must
consider the thermodynamic constraints on the entropy. These constraints are:

(i–iv) Sex and Cex
P 2x the endpoints and the slopes of Sex at Tx and TH—four

constraints.
(v) S(T ) must be a monotonic increasing function because Cex

P ¿ 0. Note that
this is not a uniquely de2ned constraint.

(vi) The area A under the curve S(T ) is de2ned by the excess Gibbs free energy
Gex and is found using the experimental data of Table 1,

A≡
∫ TH

Tx
Sex dT = Gex(Tx)− Gex(TH )

= [TSex − Hex]
TH
Tx = 422± 30 J=mol : (3)

Our challenge is to determine a functional form for Sex(T ), given only its values at
the limiting temperatures Tx and TH , the area A under S(T ), and the monotonicity of
S(T ). Three possible choices include:

(i) A discontinuity in Sex(T ) itself, (i.e., a 2rst-order phase transition).
(ii) A kink in S(T ), which would imply a discontinuity in Cex

P (i.e., a second-order
phase transition) or a divergence in CP , or a �-transition (as in sulfur).

(iii) A simple inFection in S(T ), which implies a maximum in Cex
P (i.e., a no-transition

or a transition of order larger than two).

The available data cannot distinguish among these three possibilities. However, exper-
imental [16] and simulation [24] results suggest that, if there is a 2rst-order transition
(option (i)), it occurs only at a pressure P¿ 100 MPa, suggesting that at 0:1 MPa
option (iii) is the most likely. We therefore focus on developing a plausible form for
S(T ) such that Cex

P is not singular, although we cannot rule out option (ii).
To illustrate two possible forms of Sex, we take a simple approach and use a

high-order polynomial that satis2es all constraints. The six constraints cannot generally
be satis2ed by a polynomial of only order 2ve, because the monotonicity of Sex(T )
requires the slope to be positive at all points; additionally, this requirement does not
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yield a unique solution. We are able to satisfy all constraints (but not uniquely) using
a seventh-order polynomial form

Sex(T ) =
7∑
n=0

anTn : (4)

We show a possible choice of coe4cients for the case using the upper and lower
bounds on the area constraint of Sex in Fig. 1. These two curves represent approximate
bounds on the form of Sex in the unknown region; these bounds are somewhat larger
if the uncertainty in Sex, particularly at Tx, is also included.
While there are an in2nite number of possible forms depending on precise param-

eter choices, all such choices give forms of Sex that lie near the approximate bounds
indicated in Fig. 1. From a physical standpoint, all of these forms are qualitatively
very similar, and so any conclusions we draw from this analysis are unlikely to be
aDected by the exact parameter choices. Fig. 1 shows that Sex and Cex

P both show
signi2cant changes in their behavior below 230 K. This is a result of the fact that
Sex must remain nearly constant near Tx in order to satisfy the constraint of Eq. (3);
hence, as Sex approaches TH , a less pronounced change than shown in Fig. 1(a) would
bound an area

∫ TH
Tx
Sex dT larger than 422±30 J=mol. Furthermore, the inFection in Sex

Fig. 1. (a) Possible forms for the excess entropy Sex in the experimentally inaccessible region. The two
curves show the 2ts obtained using the upper and lower bounds on the area under Sex, given Eq. (3).
Any thermodynamically plausible form of Sex (without a discontinuity) can vary only slightly from these
“bounding” forms (due to the uncertainty in Hex). The entropy of fusion QSF =21:8 J=(K mol) for freezing
at 273 K is indicated by the arrow. (b) Constant pressure excess speci2c heat Cex

P = T (dSex=dT )P for the
possible forms of Sex shown in (a).
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(Fig. 1) must occur at T¿ 215 K, since, were the inFection to occur at a signi2cantly
lower temperature, the area A would also be too large.
The behavior of Sex for water is qualitatively distinct from the behavior of Sex for

the majority of other liquids (at least of liquids for which the necessary thermody-
namic data are available). To illustrate this point, we present experimental data in a
fashion reminiscent of the “strong/fragile pattern” of viscosity behavior. The presenta-
tion requires knowledge of the excess entropy of the liquid compared to the crystal at
Tg, which is used for scaling purposes, and at temperatures above it. From the 2ts in
Fig. 1, we calculate Sex(Tg)=1:5 J=(K mol) using a constant value of Cex

P =2 J=(K mol)
and integrating from 150 K “down” to the traditionally assigned Tg = 136 K. (We em-
phasize that the exact numerical choice of Tg here does not aDect our qualitative results,
since we will later see our data supports a higher value of Tg.) We then plot Sex scaled
by Tg and compare the behavior of water with that of a wide variety of other liquids
covering a broad range of fragilities (Fig. 2); it is clear that the behavior of water
must be an extreme case of liquid behavior.
As a further consideration, we focus on the fact that ice, unlike most simple crystals,

has a residual entropy Sres due to proton disorder estimated by Sres = R ln(3=2) =
3:4 J=(K mol) [25]. As a result, when we compute the diDerence Sex ≡ Sliquid − Scrystal,
we are also removing Sres from Sliquid. To compare more clearly with other liquids,
we should restore this residual component, since we expect it is a part of the entropy
in the glass at Tg, so we also plot [Sex(Tg) + Sres(Tg)]=[Sex + Sres] in Fig. 2, and 2nd
an even more dramatic departure from the typical liquid pattern. Whether or not the
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Fig. 2. “Thermodynamic fragility” measured by Sex(Tg)=Sex for a wide variety of glass forming liquids in
comparison with the predicted approximate form for water, taken as the average of the two extreme forms
in Fig. 1. The solid curve is Sex as normally calculated. The dashed curve is Sex + Sres, which we expect is
more relevant to glassy water, as discussed in the text. Non-water data are taken from Ref. [12].
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residual entropy is included in the comparison, water near Tg is a very strong liquid
by this thermodynamic classi2cation scheme, perhaps the strongest, while near Tm, it
is extremely fragile. This qualitative conclusion is unaDected by whether or not Tg
is assigned the value 136 K or 165 K, as suggested by Velikov et al. [3]; using the
higher value of Tg merely shifts the crossover to a larger value of Tg=T .

3. Possible consequences for dynamic behavior

We have seen from the behavior of Sex in Fig. 2 that the behavior of water is
unusual, thermodynamically resembling that of a strong liquid as we approach Tg.
We now consider the possible implications of this approximate form for Sex on the
dynamic behavior of water below TH , keeping in mind that these properties are, in
principle, measurable. The entropy-based Adam–Gibbs theory [17] has been used to
describe the relaxation of liquids approaching their glass transitions [26], and provides
an explanation for the variation of diDusion constant D (even in anomalous cases, like
SiO2) and, by implication, the viscosity � [27–30]. We use the prediction

�= �0 exp
(

A
TSconf

)
; (5)

where A is a constant. 4 The con2gurational entropy of the liquid,

Sconf ≡ Sliquid − Svib ; (6)

is the entropy arising from the degeneracy of the basins the liquid can sample in
the energy landscape picture [31–33]. The vibrational component Svib of the entropy
is attributable to the thermal excitation the liquid experiences in the basin
sampled.
Eq. (5) has been directly tested and con2rmed in several recent simulations

[28–30], including simulation of water [28]. Unfortunately, it is not possible to ob-
tain Sconf without full knowledge of the vibrational entropy of the liquid, which is
not experimentally accessible. For experimental tests of the Adam–Gibbs equation, the
approximation Svib = Scrystal has been frequently employed; the approximation assumes
that the shapes of the liquid and crystalline basins are identical, which one generally
does not expect. Nonetheless, transport data, such as viscosity and dielectric relaxation
time, have been linearized over many orders of magnitude using Sex in Eq. (5). This
success is paradoxical unless Svib ˙ Scrystal—in other words, Svib need not equal Scrystal
if they are proportional, since this proportionality can be absorbed into the free 2tting
parameters [34]. There are several cases where data are available and such propor-
tionality is found, including experiments on selenium and simple two-state models of

4 The Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann form �= �0 exp(B=(T − T0)) for the temperature dependence of viscosity
and characteristic times of liquids at low temperature can be obtained from Eq. (5) by assuming that
Cex
P ˙ T−1. Note that T0¡Tg is typically associated with an underlying “ideal” glass transition.
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con2gurational excitation in Ref. [35]. In the next section, we also show results for a
model of water which shows approximate proportionality. Hence, for many liquids, Sex
can be used in Eq. (5).
In the case of water, we expect the residual entropy Sres to be con2gurational, since

it derives from the multiplicity of possible proton orientations; therefore Sres is involved
in the reorientation of molecules within the hydrogen bond quasi-lattice. As a result,
we must include Sres to correctly estimate Sconf . Hence we approximate

Sconf ≈ Sex + Sres : (7)

Equivalently, this implies Svib = Scrystal − Sres, i.e., Sres should not contribute to the
vibrational entropy. We substitute Eq. (7) in Eq. (5) to predict the behavior of � and
D 5 for T6TH .

We select parameters 6 in Eq. (5) to 2t Sconf to � [37] and D [38] 7 (Fig. 3) for
T ¿ 235 K, where experimental measures of all quantities are available. The quality of
2t in the regime where experimental data are available is shown in the inset of Fig. 3.
The super-Arrhenius behavior for T¿ 230 K is typical for a fragile liquid [32]. The
maximum in Cex

P around 225 K is reFected by the inFection of � and D; this change is
not clearly evident in � or D until T6 190, where the dynamic properties are approx-
imately Arrhenius. In contrast to the fragile behavior for T close to TH , the behavior
for T near Tx is characteristic of a strong liquid [32]—Arrhenius behavior with an
appropriate activation energy. Here, we 2nd activation energy E≈ 74 kJ=mol, which
converts to a “fragility index” m= E=2:303RTg = 28 if we use Tg = 136 K, or m= 24
if we use Tg = 160 K, comparable to m for sodium trisilicate, a very strong liquid
[39]. The value of E obtained agrees with that obtained experimentally by a standard
analysis of the crystallization kinetics of vitreous water due to Haage et al. [40] who
reported the value 67 kJ=mol. Comparable values are reported by Smith et al. [41]
(84 kJ=mol) and Benniskens and Blake [42] (55 kJ=mol). The temperature dependence
of the Avrami crystallization equation kinetic constant is expected to correspond to
that of the viscosity of the crystallizing phase. However, Ngai et al. [43] point out that
the temperature dependence is more correctly thought of as that of the diDusivity of
the crystallizing phase, and show data for several molecular liquids in which the value
is somewhat less than that expected from the Stokes–Einstein equation. These crystal-
lization kinetics-based results are in conFict with the evaporation-rate based diDusivity
results of Ref. [14], indicating that the behavior of water near Tx remains fragile with

5 We make predictions for both � and D. However, the decoupling of D from �—evidenced by the
breakdown of the Stokes–Einstein relationship at low T—means that our predictions for D may not be
accurate. The decoupling might be associated with a “normal” component of D that is not strongly aDected
by the dramatic increases in �, such as sometimes observed near critical point [36].

6 For the diDusion, we use D0 = 1:08 × 10−3 cm2=s and A = −31:6 kJ=mol. For the viscosity, we use
�0 =1:64×10−4 P and A=31:9 kJ=mol. These parameters were obtained by 2tting Sconf to the experimental
data in the region between T = 235 and 273 K.

7 The values of D reported in Ref. [38] are ≈ 7% too small. Increasing the measured D values by 7 would
not change any conclusions presented here, and would also be indistinguishable on the scale of Fig. 3(a) [38].
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Fig. 3. (a) Fit of Sex and viscosity � using Eq. (5). Experimental data (♦) are from Ref. [37]. DiDusion
constant D predicted using the same method. The experimental data (◦) for T ¿ 235 K are from Ref. [38].
The data for T ¡ 160 K ( ) are from Ref. [14], (b) Both (a) and (b) show behavior expected for a strong
liquid for T 6 220 K—i.e., Arrhenius behavior with an activation energy ≈ Tg=3 (in units of kJ/mol) [32].
The insets show the quality of the 2t in the region where experimental data are available.

an activation energy of ≈ 170 kJ=mol. A crossover from fragile to strong behavior is
not typical of liquids, but does appear in simulations of BeF2 and SiO2 [30,44]. The
large number of conFicting results on this question demonstrates the need for further
experimental scrutiny.

4. Simulation evidence

Computer simulations also oDer an opportunity to explore the possible change in
dynamic properties on cooling. Simulations of the SPC/E model [45,46] of water show
a power law (similar to that observed experimentally) which has been interpreted in
the framework of mode coupling theory (MCT) [47]. More importantly, just below the
MCT transition temperature, the power-law behavior crosses over to Arrhenius-type
behavior with the activation energy characteristic of a strong liquid (Fig. 4) initially
reported in Ref. [46] for the isochoric path. Note that no inFection is apparent in
Fig. 4(a) along the isochoric path, due in part to the fact that the properties change
less dramatically along paths of constant density. Results for the same model along
an isobaric path (such as that studied experimentally), suggest a slight inFection in D
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Fig. 4. DiDusion constant D calculated from simulations of the SPC/E model in Ref. [46] along (a) an
isochoric path and (b) an isobaric path. No inFection is apparent along the isochoric path, but a weak inFec-
tion occurs along the isobaric path; a stronger inFection is expected in water along the path of atmospheric
pressure.

(Fig. 4(b)). This inFection is at least in part a result of the fact that more signi2cant
structural changes occur along an isobaric path, since density is allowed to vary. That
the inFection is far less pronounced than our predictions based on experimental data is
consistent with the fact that the SPC/E potential tends to exhibit less dramatic anomalies
than observed experimentally (such as the density maximum) [48].
We also show Sconf evaluated exactly for the SPC/E model (Fig. 5). Details of the

calculations and the original simulated data can be found in Ref. [28], which veri2ed
the validity of the Adam–Gibbs expression for the potential. The only diDerence in
the present calculation and that of Ref. [28] is that we include data for one lower
temperature (T = 180 K), and we do not assume a T 3=5 dependence of the potential
energy, which would preclude any inFection in Sconf . Instead, we use a spline func-
tion when 2tting the potential energy that can accommodate the slight inFection that
becomes more obvious at the lowest temperatures. Consistent with the crossover in
dynamic properties just below TMCT, Sconf has a weak inFection leading to a much
slower decrease with T . Similar results have recently been found for silica [30], with
a more pronounced inFection.
To justify the use of Sex for the experimental data, we also show Sex evaluated for

the SPC/E model (Fig. 5). Details of the ice simulation are given in Ref. [49]. In
the inset, we have made a parametric plot of Sconf and Sex, demonstrating the linear
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proportionality. Such proportionality is required if Sex can be expected to linearize
dynamic data.

5. Discussion

The behavior of the entropy, the quantity estimated most directly from the available
experimental data, establishes that water diDers from most other liquids. The use of
the estimated Sconf in the Adam–Gibbs equation is more speculative, but the results
obtained may be experimentally signi2cant, as we will discuss.
There are at least two other liquids, BeF2 and SiO2, that show similar characteristics

to those reported in Figs. 1 and 3, with the primary diDerence that these characteristics
are only manifested at much higher temperatures relative to both glass temperatures
and melting points [30,44]. Both of these liquids exhibit pronounced maxima in their
heat capacities and show associated anomalies in their viscosities; preliminary data are
available in Ref. [30,44]. Both substances have a tetrahedral network structure, though
diDer by having bridges between the network centers that are large, relative to the
protons of water. Hence the behavior reported here may be characteristic of a much
broader class of liquids.
The behavior of � observed in Fig. 3(a) raises another interesting possibility; for

most systems the value of �(Tg)≈ 1013 P, while Fig. 3(a) shows that � reaches this
value at T ≈ 160 K, signi2cantly higher than the expected Tg =136 K. This may be an
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indication of the limitations of our approach to estimating the dynamic properties, both
because we do not have direct access to Sconf and so must estimate it crudely from
Sex, and because the range of T where experimental measures of � are available to
estimate parameters for the Adam–Gibbs expression. The diDerence in Tg values could
possibly reFect a weakness in using the Adam–Gibbs expression itself; however, this
appears less likely given the recent success of computer simulations where Sconf may
be directly calculated. Alternatively, this may be an indication that Tg of water is, in
fact, signi2cantly larger than 136 K. Velikov et al. [3] show that the thermal data for
hyper-quenched glassy water are incompatible with what is known about the relaxation
of trapped enthalpy from other hyper-quenched glasses, and that the incompatibility can
only be resolved if the data for water are re-scaled using a glass transition temperature
of 165–170 K. This roughly coincides with the Tg predicted by Fig. 3. However, if
this were the case, the data used at T = 150 K would be for the glassy state, and
hence Sex (150 K) would be smaller for the entropy that would be measured for an
equilibrium state. The uncertainty in the entropy associated with passing through the
glass transition at diDerent rates has been carefully assessed by Goldstein [50] and
found to be small for the range of rates examined. In many cases, this ambiguity can
be removed by relaxing the frozen structure at T ¡Tx. Even if equilibrium is not
reached, it would not seriously eDect our estimates because the value of Sex (150 K) is
already extremely small and further relaxation would only reduce it closer to zero; this
would result in a slightly more pronounced inFection on Sex than we have anticipated
here, and so we do not expect possible non-equilibrium eDects to alter our qualitative
conclusions.
Other supporting evidence pointing to a higher Tg value may be available from

experiments on the nano-droplets of water that occur in “hydrogels”. These are heav-
ily hydrated hydrophilic polymers e.g., polyhydroxy ethyl-methacrylate. In the thermal
studies of such media by Hofer et al. [51], a glass transition temperature of 162 K
was observed, independent of the water content over a considerable range of water
contents. When freezing of the water was induced by thermal cycles in these systems,
the glass transition at 162 K disappears from the thermal analysis traces. Its origin was
somewhat ambiguous since the authors referred to a weaker feature of the traces, seen
at 136 K, as the glass transition for water. Joining this fact with the present results
with the aforementioned hyper-quenching results, it seems plausible that a Tg = 162 K
glass transition might be appropriate to bulk water. However, such a possibility remains
speculative at this time. A more detailed discussion of this matter is given in a recent
review [52].
We also comment on the apparent crossover of the dynamic properties from fragile to

a strong liquid behavior. In the experiments reported in Ref. [51], the activation energy
for the thermal relaxation lies in the range 80–120 kJ=mol and a more detailed study of
the relaxation that included annealing studies analyzed by the Tool–Narayanaswamy–
Moynihan phenomenological model [52], gave best 2ts to the data when an activation
energy between the two above was used. These values are comparable with the slope
in Fig. 3.
What are the prospects for providing experimental tests of the suggested behavior in

the di4cult-to-probe region? Probe molecule experiments that signal matrix dynamics
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during rapid temperature changes are conceivable. So also are analyses of shapes of
droplets splatted onto cold surfaces [53] in terms of viscosity-temperature-time histories.
Another possibility is to study the properties of vitri2ed water as a function of the
cooling rate, since it is now possible to achieve extremely high cooling rates [53]. The
energy of the glassy state of water trapped during such a fast quench of the liquid
is reFected directly in the annealing exotherm—the release of heat observed in any
subsequent annealing process [3,23].
Based on relations between quench rates and relaxation times, an ergodic heat

capacity can typically be determined for measurements made on a time scale of 10−5 s
(or shorter) during a quench. These measurements can be carried out at temperatures
down to the quench rate dependent 2ctive temperature, which has been estimated by
Fleissner et al. [54] to be 200–230 K for hyperquenched water. If this is the case
then during the quench, the liquid maintains its internally equilibrated condition from
5–35 K below the usual homogeneous nucleation temperature. Below this temperature,
some ambiguity enters in the entropy determination due to the irreversibility that enters
during ergodicity-breaking.
We conclude that water is a liquid in which there is a striking change in character

as the temperature is changed between the melting point and the glassy state regime.
The exact quantitative nature of this change is likely to remain a topic research for
years to come.
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